Hi! My name is Ciara, and I'm a final year
Pharmacology student. I've had an active
participation in UCD Student Life, and I'm
currently the Auditor of the UCD Food Society,
and the Stage 4 Pharmacology Class Rep.

Organising and running student events is
something which I love and have a passion for,
and my experience in UCD Student Life so far
makes me the best candidate for the
Entertainments Officer Position!

My commitment for next year is to strengthen
the community feel on campus and brind
students together. I aim to work with UCD
bodies to create greater, safer and more
enjoyable college events, and make a better
community in UCD for all.
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....and more!
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SOME KEY POINTS OF MY CAMPAIGN!
ENTS For All
I want to increase the opportunities for those
in the LGBTQ+ community: think Drag Race
competitions and a bigger Rainbow Week! I'll
also continue to make sure cultures and their
diversity are represented in events.

Harm Reduction Campaign
I’d like to bring back the campaign, holding
info-sessions throughout the year for students
to become informed. I’d like to try provide first
aid training opportunities to students

Increased Accessibility
I plan on holding more sensory accessible
events, as well as trying to hire a sign language
interpreter for bigger events to make these
events enjoyable for the wider UCD community.

Social Shenanigans
I want to bring back live gigs in The
Clubhouse (the nights that older years may
remember) and hold gigs off campus too. I’d
love to work with staff and security to create
a safer environment for everyone.

Make sure to let me
know what events
you want to see on
campus next year!

Working WITH Students
I plan to actively engage with students & ask
for what they want to see, and what can be
improved on. I'm here for you guys, so let's get
the ball rolling!

RAG Week
UCD doesn’t have as established a RAG week
as other colleges do. I’d like to organise a RAG
week focused on raising money for our chosen
charity for the year, and look into collaborating
with other Dublin Universities to do so!

Making Use of UCD Campus
There are so many facilities on campus that
aren’t being used to reach their full potential! I
want to hold events all over campus to appeal
to students of all degrees and courses.

FOLLOW
@ CIARA4ENTZ

SustainENTS
I’d love to work to make all the events next
year more environmentally friendly. I want to
make the “Great Donate” into a bigger
event: to capitulate a thrift shop, and hold a
fashion show!

